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The President’s Column

Recently I was asked why celebrities and speakers veer into politics or social justice or faith when on stage. I explained about using their platform to advance or address topics of importance to them. It got me thinking about our own platform and how we are using it. It has been known as far back as I remember that librarians and library workers collect, enjoy, and share stories – as long as they aren’t our own. We talk up the latest releases and give great readers advisory to get our community members onto a new author or genre. We advise them to check out the best database for their next paper. We tend to focus on everyone we serve, but forget that our stories are important, too. This led me to remember a conversation at LLX with Sam Helmick regarding our stories. In fact, their platform is Our Stories Are Worth Sharing. Now, this isn’t a political ad or me endorsing a candidate. It is, however, me using this platform to remind us of all that we all have an opportunity to share our library values with our communities. I challenge us all to DARE to share our stories. Be brave and visit your local civic club and share what your library is doing. Schedule that sit-down meeting with your stakeholders and decision makers. Share the story of the gentlemen coming in to use the computer and internet to apply for, interview for, receive, and then accept an offer for a job. Share the story of the young family coming in to check out DVDs because they don’t have sufficient broadband access. Share the story of the student using a study area to prepare for the MCAT. Share the story of a colleague being recognized at your library association for publishing a book, for sharing a poem, for volunteering to donate gently used items to the VA, decorate the bulletin board, and more. Just Dare to share.

“Power is given to those who dare to lower themselves and pick it up. Only one thing matters, one thing; to be able to dare!” - Fyodor Dostoevsky
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